
Create Rules & Templates

RSuite® Redaction provides the capability
for users to move away from manual
redaction and allows electronic data and
metadata to be redacted automatically.
Users can create pre-defined rules and/or
templates that govern redaction.

RSuite Redaction enhances releasability
rules compliance and also reduces the time
required to redact content and finished
products. Organizations that use our
software have seen a 95% reduction in their
redaction times and fewer errors.

Organizations can purchase RSuite
Redaction individually or as an add-on to
our component content management
system (CCMS), RSuite® Enterprise. 

Assign Roles & Responsibilities

Integrate with RSuite CCMS

Automate Redaction Processes

Protecting & Preserving Your Content
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Integrate with other Contiem
component content management
software and services.

Automatically redact multi-media
and final work products based on
corporate and organizational
defined guidance.

Capture disclosure guidance as
templates and apply them to multi-
media and final work products to
ensure compliance before
distributing to third parties.

Integrate with third party multi-media
viewers to inspect the source and
redacted artifacts.

Orchestrate and configure the
production generation process so that
compliant redacted multi-media and
final products are created
automatically.

Contiem's software has a global user
community that works with our product
development team to improve our
products. Our user base plays a critical
role in shaping the way we upgrade and
maintain our software.

All RSuite users have 24/7 access to
Contiem Connect for product
documentation and support.

Organizations that have moved away
from their manual redaction
processes and utilize RSuite
Redaction's automated workflows
have seen a reduction in their
redaction time by up to 95%.

SOFTWARE FEATURES

BENEFITS OF USING OUR
SOFTWARE & SOLUTIONS

Integrates with security architectures to
provide single sign-on capabilities.

Utilize an Administrator application
component to change workflows,
processes and user interfaces to sustain
the application without vendor support.

RSuite Redaction uses a highly
configurable Web based User
Interface to capture disclosure
guidance.
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